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This might be called the Bastiat special edition of THE FREEMAN:
Y' First, there is William Henry Chamberlin's review of new translations of three

of Bastiat's major works ..

....... ... ..... ......... p. 3

Y' Chamberlin called special attention to an essay on "The State," so it

seemed appropriate to carry the full text

... p. 10

Y' Finally, there is a report of student reactions to Bastiat's The Law, which

a professor had assigned as a special class project .

. .p. 18

Y' Melvin Barger explains how free-

Y' In this chapter of The Flight from

dom comes with the maturity of the
individual
......................... p. 27

Reality, Dr. Carson shows how change
came to be worshipped for its own
sake ...
...p. 40

Y' Ask not what government can do

for you, but what you should be free
to do for yourself and others of your
choice .
.. .... p. 30
Y' Instead of a new governmental bu-

reau to "focus on consumer needs,"
why not leave it to those who earn
their living at it - businessmen?
p. 32
Y' Dean Russell throws a new beam of

light on the old issue of freedom of
the press
.. p. 35

v

Rebecca West here captures the
essence of the authoritarian complex
that rules so many lives .
..p. 55

Y' Freedom. explains Miss Cross, is

the fruit of self-discipline and respon·
sible choice and action
... p. 56
Y' John Chamberlain ponders whether

the people of Britain, or any nation so
submerged in socialism, can find their
way out
.. p. 60

Y' Believe it or not, John Maynard

Y' Whittaker Chambers' Cold Friday

Keynes once knew precisely why inflation is a disastrous policy . . p. 36

finds the approval of reviewer Robert
Thornton
p. 63

Anyone wishing to communicate with authors may send
first-class mail in ca re of THE FREEMAN for forwarding.

The decisions of a person in high political office have an immediate (and
sometimes disastrous) effect on all of us. Thus, it is obvious that what such
a person says can be far more important than what any one of the rest of
us says. But if our objective is to improve our own understanding of truth,
we should devote more attention to what is said than to who says it.
It is in this latter sense that we here offer this incisive explanation by
Lord Keynes of inflation and its destructive results. The fact that he later
repudiated his own brilliant logic is beside the point; for we are reprinting
his 1920 explanation,* not because Keynes said it, but because it is true.
The following passage was published shortly after Keynes's resignation
as the official representative of the British Treasury at the Paris Peace
Conference, and before the worst of the postwar German inflation.

JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES

is said to have declared that
t he best way to destroy the Capitalist System was to debauch the
currency. By a continuing process
of inflation, governments can confiscate, secretly and unobserved,
an impor tant part of the wealth
of their citizens. By th is method
they n ot only confiscate, but they
confiscate arbitrarily; and, while
the process impoverishes many,
it actually enriches some. The
sight of t h is arbitrary rearrange-

L ENIN

*From T he E conomic Consequences of the
P eace by John M aynard Keynes, copyright,
1920, by H arcourt, Brace & World, Inc.,
r enewed, 1948, by Lydia L opokova Keynes.
Reprinted by permission of the publishers.
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ment of riches strikes not only at
security, but at confidence in the
equity of the existing distribution
of wealth. T hose to whom the system brings windfalls, beyond their
deserts and even beyond t heir expectations or desires, become
"profiteers," who are the object
of the hatred of the bourgeoisie,
whom the inflationism has impoverished, not less than of the proletariat. As the inflation proceeds
and the real value of t he currency
fluctuates wildly from month to
month, all permanent relations between debtors and creditors, which
form the ultimate fou ndation of

FREEDOM
OF THE

PRESS
DEAN RUSSELL

To THE BEST of my knowledge,
freedom of the press (the printed
word) is complete in the United
States today. That is, anyone can
still write whatever he pleases
and (subject to our reasonable
libel laws) the police will protect
both him and his manuscript. But
all too many of us confuse "freedom to write" with "what is
printed." Both my liberal and conservative friends are equally guilty
of this disservice to freedom. If
they disagree with what is printed
in the newspapers, they are often
prone to complain that freedom
of the press doesn't exist. That attitude demonstrates a total misunderstanding of the meaning of
freedom of the press.
For example, it so happens that
I am in general disagreement with
the editorial viewpoints expressed
by more than 90 per cent of the
Dr. Russell, economist, is a member. of the
staff of The Foundation for EconoJtUc Edu·
cation.

large daily newspapers in our
country. But that fact has nothing
whatever to do with the existence
of freedom of the press. The only
issue of consequence is whether
or not the owners and editors of
the newspapers are printing what
they themselves choose to printand for any good or bad reason
that pleases them. If any publisher
is ever compelled to print viewpoints that do not appeal to him
personally, freedom of the press
will be finished .
There is, of course, only one
source from which that compulsion could come- government. Yet
I have heard many of my teaching
colleagues seriously propose the
idea that newspapers should be
compelled to print all viewpoints
or, worse yet, that the government
should establish "opposition newspapers" as a "public service."
Both proposals are, of course, the
reverse of freedom of the press.
The only valid test of freedom
of the press is this: Can you write
anything you please, pay to have
it printed, and send it through
the mails at your own expense
without police interference? If so,
freedom of the press is complete.
If not, there is no freedom of the
press. The fact that you may not
have the large amount of capital
that is today required to establish
a daily newspaper is in no way
related to this issue.
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capitalism, become so utterly disordered as to be almost meaningless; and the process of wealthgetting degenerates into a gamble
and a lottery.
Lenin was certainly right. There
is no subtler, no surer means of
overturning the existing basis of
society than to debauch the currency. The process engages all the
hidden forces of economic law on
the side of destruction, and does
it in a manner which not one man
in a million is able to diagnose.
In the latter stages of the war
all the belligerent governments
practised, from necessity or incompetence, what a Bolshevist
might have done from design.
Even now, when the war is over,
most of them continue out of weakness the same malpractices. But
further, the Governments of Europe, being many of them at this
moment reckless in their methods
as well as weak, seek to direct on
to a class known as "profiteers"
the popular indignation against
the more obvious consequences of
their vicious methods. These
"profiteers" are, broadly speaking,
the entrepreneur class of capitalists, that is to say, the active and
constructive element in the whole
capitalist society, who in a period
of rapidly rising prices cannot
help but get rich quick whether
they wish it or desire it or not.
If prices are continually rising,
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every trader who has purchased
for stock or owns property and
plant inevitably makes profits. By
directing hatred against this class,
therefore the European Governments are carrying a step further
the fatal process which the subtle
mind of Lenin had consciously
conceived. The profiteers are a
consequence and not a cause of
rising prices. By combining a popular hatred of the class of entrepreneurs with the blow already
given to social security by the
violent and arbitrary disturbance
of contract and of the established
equilibrium of wealth which is the
inevitable result of inflation, these
Governments are fast rendering
impossible a continuance of the
social and economic order of the
nineteenth century. But they have
no plan for replacing it.
No Will to Defend

We are thus faced in Europe
with the spectacle of an extraordinary weakness on the part of the
great capitalist class, which has
emerged from the industrial triumphs of the nineteenth century,
and seemed a very few years ago
our all-powerful master. The terror and personal timidity of the
individuals of this class is now so
great, their confidence in their
place in society and in their necessity to the social organism so diminished, that they are the easy
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victims of intimidation. This was
not so in the England twenty-five
years ago, any more than it is now
[1920] in the United States. Then
the capitalists believed in themselves, in their value to society,
in the propriety of their continued
existence in the full enjoyment of
their riches and the unlimited exercise of their power. Now they
tremble before every insult; call them pro-Germans, international financiers, or profiteers, and
they will give you any ransom you
choose to ask not to speak of them
so harshly. They allow themselves
to be ruined and altogether undone by their own instruments,
governments of their own making,
and a press of which they are
the proprietors. Perhaps it is historically true that no order of
society ever perishes save by its
own hand. In the complexer world
of Western Europe the Immanent
Will may achieve its ends more
subtly and bring in the revolution
no less inevitably through a Klotz
or a George than by the intellectualisms, too ruthless and self-conscious for us, of the bloodthirsty
philosophers of Russia.
The inflationism of the currency
systems of Europe has proceeded
to extraordinary lengths. The various belligerent Governments, unable, or too timid or too shortsighted to secure from loans or
taxes the resources they required,

April ...

have printed notes for the balance.
In Russia and Austria-Hungary
this process has reached a point
where for the purpose of foreign
trade the currency is practically
valueless. The Polish mark can be
bought for about three cents and
the Austrian crown for less than
two cents, but they cannot be sold
at all. The German mark is worth
less than four cents on the exchanges. In most of the other
countries of Eastern and SouthEastern Europe the real position
is nearly as bad. The currency of
Italy has fallen to little more than
a half of its nominal value in spite
of its being still subject to some
degree of regulation; French currency maintains an uncertain market; and even sterling is seriously
diminished in present value and
impaired in its future prospects.
A Sentimental Value

But while these currencies enjoy a precarious value abroad,
they have never entirely lost, not
even in Russia, their purchasing
power at home. A sentiment of
trust in the legal money of the
State is so deeply implanted in the
citizens of all countries that they
cannot but believe that some day
this money must recover a part at
least of its former value. To their
minds it appears that value is inherent in money as such, and they
do not apprehend that the real
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wealth, which this money might
have stood for, has been dissipated
once and for all. This sentiment is
supported by the various legal regulations with which the Governments endeavor to control internal
prices, and so to preserve some
purchasing power for their legal
tender. Thus the force of law preserves a measure of immediate
purchasing power over some commodities and the force of sentiment and custom maintains, especially amongst peasants, a willingness to hoard paper which is
really worthless.
The presumption of a spurious
value for the currency, by the
force of law expressed in the regulation of prices, contains in itself, however, the seeds of final
economic decay, and soon dries
up the sources of ultimate supply.
If a man is compelled to exchange
the fruits of his labors for paper
which, as experience soon teaches
him, he cannot use to purchase
what he requires at a price comparable to that which he has received for his own products, he
will keep his produce for himself,
dispose of it to his friends and
neighbors as a favor, or relax his
efforts in producing it. A system
of compelling the exchange of com-
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modities at what is not their real
relative value not only relaxes
production, but leads finally to the
waste and inefficiency of barter.
If, however, a government refrains
from regulation and allows matters to take their course, essential
commodities soon attain a level of
price out of the reach of all but
the rich, the worthlessness of the
money becomes apparent, and the
fraud upon the public can be concealed no longer.
The effect on foreign trade of
price-regulation and profiteerhunting as cures for inflation is
even worse. Whatever may be the
case at home, the currency must
soon reach its real level abroad,
with the result that prices inside
and outside the country lose their
normal adjustment. The price of
imported commodities, when converted at the current rate of exchange, is far in excess of the local
price, so that many essential goods
will not be imported at all by private agency, and must be provided
by the government, which, in reselling the goods below cost price,
plunges thereby a little further into insolvency. The bread subsidies,
now almost universal throughout
Europe, are the leading example of
this phenomenon.

7.
The Pragmatic
Sanction

of Flux
CLARENCE

B. CARSON

..• A pragmatist turns his back resolutely and once for all upon a lot of
inveterate habits dear to professional philosophers. He turns away from
abstraction and insufficiency, from verbal solution, from bad a priori reasons,
from fixed principles, closed systems, and pretended absolutes and origins.
He turns towards ... facts, towards action and towards power.
-WILLIAM .JAMES, 1907

Instead of a closed universe, science now presents us with one infinite in
space and time, having no limits here or there, at this end, so to speak, or
at that, and as infinitely complex in internal structure as it is infinite in
extent. Hence it is also an open world. ... And change rather than fixity is
now a measure of "reality" or energy of being; change is omnipresent.
-JOHN DEWEY, 1920

How DIFFICULT it was to launch
the bulk of Americans on the flight
from reality! What obstacles were
met with in the efforts to turn
Americans into the path of melioristic reform! Only a reformer of
some years back can really appreciate the immense energy and ingenuity that went into providing a
new outlook for Americans and
getting them to accept it. Utopian
Dr. Carson is Professor of American History
at Grove City College, Pennsylvania. Among
his earlier writings in THE FREEMAN were his
series on The Fateful Turn and The Ameri·
can Tradition, both of which are now available as books.
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visions appealed to some, but there
was still the difficulty of convincing people that these dreams could
be turned into reality. Philosophical thought could be cut loose from
its moorings in reality, but the
generality of men, probably even
intellectuals, did not know about
it. European ideologies proliferated, but Americans, when and if
they heard of them, tended to reject them. No great violence will
be done to the reality to describe
it figuratively. Hence, Americans
clung tenaciously to constitutionalism, to private property, to free

